
 

Task: Prepare for Stand-by Room Inspection 

Condition: Given White Book Chapter 5, section 4 and guidance from Cadet Leadership. 

Standard: All upper-class cadets will place their barracks rooms in MRI order prior to 4C recruit’s arrival 
and on order select Cadre members will have specific room items prepared to support blocks of 
instruction. 

Materials and Support Requirements: 

1. Training schedule with TAC NCO training time allocated 
2. Barracks rooms placed in order 
3. Specified guidance to Cadre members from Cadre PL/PSG 

 

Introduction: 

Setting the example is the cornerstone of leadership and Cadet Leaders need to be prepared to show 
Cadet Recruits what “right looks like”. Cadet Recruits may have to enter an UC room for a variety of 
reasons, and they should see that room in order at all times. Additionally, during Challenge Week, Cadre 
NCO’s will train Cadet Recruits on how to place their rooms in order and can utilize their rooms in 
support of this instruction. 

 

Presentation: 

Commanders should review the training schedule and working with the Cadre PL specify when UC 
barracks rooms will be inspected. This is not limited to Cadre members, 4C cadets may have to report to 
other leaders’ rooms (HA etc.) so every cadet must have their rooms in order. 

Commanders and PL’s have flexibility on much of the barracks room training during challenge week (TAC 
NCO time) and should analyze how this will be conducted.  

Select Cadre members will be tasked to have specific items prepared (full press, half press, bunk, sink, 
desk) for training and these should be checked during stand by inspection time on the training schedule. 

Cadre Leadership should not feel constrained to conduct all instruction within the confines of a room. 
They should “think outside the box” and can move a bunk or full press on the quad to facilitate group 
training and not be constrained by attempting to put an entire squad in a room. The standby inspection 
time can be used to rehearse this and verify they are ready to execute. 

ENSURE CADRE/UC CADETS ARE USING THE WHITE BOOK WHEN SETTING UP THEIR 
ROOM/PREPARING FOR INSTRUCTION. DO NOT UTILIZE HAND ME DOWN KNOWLEDGE OR DO IT 
“THEY WAY THEY WERE TAUGHT AS A KNOB”. 

 



Commanders and Cadre PL’s should analyze the training schedule and conduct inspections to support 
training in a logical sequence. 

ALL Cadre members rooms should be in order prior to 4C recruit arrival. 

Summary 

Cadre Leadership should set the example for 4C Recruits and effective use of stand by inspections will 
set the conditions for professional training and interaction during Challenge Week. 

Evaluation 

Commanders working with TAC team designate leaders to conduct room inspections for ALL cadets IAW 
the White Book. 

Cadre PL’s and PSG’s working with TAC team will inspect specified barracks room items in support of 
training throughout Challenge Week. 

 


